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On-Chip Compensation of Ring VCO Oscillation
Frequency Changes Due to Supply Noise
and Process Variation
Young-Seok Park, Student Member, IEEE, and Woo-Young Choi, Member, IEEE

Abstract—A novel circuit technique that stabilizes the oscillation frequency of a ring-type voltage-controlled oscillator (RVCO)
is demonstrated. The technique uses on-chip bias-current and
voltage-swing controllers, which compensate RVCO oscillation
frequency changes caused by supply noise and process variation.
A prototype phase-locked loop (PLL) having the RVCO with the
compensation circuit is fabricated with 0.13-µm CMOS technology. At the operating frequency of 4 GHz, the measured PLL rms
jitter improves from 20.11 to 5.78 ps with 4-MHz RVCO supply
noise. Simulation results show that the oscillation frequency difference between FF and SS corner is reduced from 63% to 6% of
the NN corner oscillation frequency.
Index Terms—Phase-locked loop (PLL), process variation, supply voltage sensitivity, voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO).

I. I NTRODUCTION

P

HASE-LOCKED loops (PLLs) are widely used for onchip clock generation for many electronic circuits and
systems. For many of these applications, low-jitter clock signals
are highly desirable. For this, it is essential to realize low-noise
voltage-controlled oscillators (VCOs) because the VCO is the
most noise-sensitive block in PLL.
Although LC VCOs can be used for low-jitter PLLs, they
suffer from the limited tuning range and the large chip area.
Ring VCOs (RVCOs), on the other hand, have many advantages such as easy integration, wide tuning range, and multiphase clock generation capability. Consequently, except for
applications that require ultralow jitter performance, RVCOs
are widely used. However, RVCOs suffer from poor phasenoise performance because their oscillation characteristics are
sensitive to supply noise and process variation [1], [2].
To suppress RVCO frequency change with supply noise,
voltage regulators are often used [3], [4]. However, they need
large capacitance to maintain their feedback stability and large
power transistors for low supply-voltage dropout. Moreover,
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tor difficult to design. Consequently, other types of supply noise
rejection techniques have been actively pursued. In [5] and [6],
RVCO delay cells are modified for supply noise rejection. The
resulting RVCO has good supply noise rejection performance,
but its design complexity is high, and the resulting waveform is
unfavorable [6]. AC coupling supply and control voltages with
a capacitor can compensate supply noise [7], but this requires
very careful design and layout. Digital calibration techniques
are also used to compensate supply noise [8]–[10]. However,
they require complex and large digital controllers.
This brief introduces a new circuit technique for reducing
RVCO oscillation frequency changes that are due to supply
noise and process variation. We have previously reported the
results of our initial investigation in [11]. This brief is an extended version in which PLL measurement results are reported
as well as simulated results for our technique against process
variation.
II. P ROPOSED C OMPENSATION T ECHNIQUE
The RVCO oscillation frequency with fully differential delay
cells can be expressed as
fosc =

Ibias
N · Ctot · Vswing

(1)

where Ibias is the bias current for each delay cell, N is the
number of delay cells, Ctot is load capacitance for a delay cell,
and Vswing is RVCO voltage swing. Supply noise and process
variation can affect Vswing , Ibias , and Ctot . Their influence on
RVCO oscillation frequency can be compensated if we first
detect supply noise and process variation and change Vswing ,
Ibias , and Ctot in the right amount. Since Ctot is difficult to
change and least affected by supply noise and process variation,
we attempt to control Vswing and Ibias for our compensation
technique.
Fig. 1 schematically shows the architecture of our RVCO
made up of fully differential delay cells with bias-current and
voltage-swing controllers. The controllers try to maintain a
constant value for Ibias /Vswing in order to stabilize RVCO
oscillation frequency against supply noise and process variation. For this, we take a design approach in which the biascurrent controller maintains Ibias as constant as possible but
with unavoidable changes due to various nonideal factors,
and the voltage-swing controller produces Vswing with which
Ibias /Vswing can be maintained constant.
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Fig. 3. Simulation results of bias-current variation due to supply noise (±5%)
in each process variation.

current path goes up because V2 is also proportional to VDD , as
shown below
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Fig. 1. Overall structure of the proposed RVCO.

(3)

Fig. 2. Bias-current controller circuit topology.

A. Bias-Current Controller
Fig. 2 shows the schematic of the bias-current controller. It
is composed of a feedback amplifier, a compensation current
path, and two voltage generators—one for feedback amplifier
reference voltage (V1 ) and the other for compensation voltage
(V2 ). Because Mn1 and Mn2 are the replica of the delay cell,
Ibias is copied as delay cell bias currents.
When the supply voltage increases, for example, Itot increases because Vsg and Vsd of Mp1 increase. At the same time,
V1 goes up because it is proportional to VDD , as shown below
V1 ≈ (VDD − |Vth |)
if CM p2  CM n5

(2)

where Ci = ki (Wi /Li ). With this, V3 also goes up because the
feedback amplifier controls Vnbias in order to maintain V3 equal
to V1 . This can reduce variation in Itot caused by channel length
modulation of Mp1 . In addition, Icompen in the compensation

since Ibias is the difference between Itot and Icompen , Ibias does
not change much even if Itot is increased by supply noise.
The bias-current controller operates in a similar manner for
process variation. When the controller is in FF corner, for example, Itot increases because Vth of Mp1 is smaller. However, V1
and V2 go up because Vth is smaller, as can be seen from (2) and
(3). Then, variation in Itot is reduced, and Icompen increases.
The amount of change in Icompen plays a critical role in
compensating supply noise and process variation for Ibias .
Because the amount of change is determined by the size of
Mn4 , we can achieve the optimum compensation by adjusting
Mn4 size. However, this causes changes in VCO oscillation
frequency, which we correct by adjusting the transistor size for
the differential pair in VCO delay cells.
Fig. 3 shows how Ibias changes with supply voltage in
various process corners by simulation. For the simulation,
0.13-µm CMOS process parameters with nominal supply voltage of 1.2 V are used. Without the compensation circuit, Ibias
changes more than 300 µA when the supply voltage changes
from −5% to +5% of the nominal value in every process
corner. On the other hand, with the bias-current controller,
supply voltage dependence is greatly reduced in every process
corner. The simulation results also show a compensation for
Ibias variation due to process variation. Ibias difference between
FF and SS corners at 1.0 normalized supply voltage is reduced
from 300 to 70 µA.
As shown in the figure, the slope of Ibias with compensation
circuit versus supply voltage shows process-corner dependence.
This is because Icompen change for compensating Itot change
is affected by process variation. In particular, if Mn4 is in SS
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Fig. 5. Simulation results of bias-current, voltage-swing, and normalized
oscillation frequency variation due to supply noise (±5%) in each process
corner.

Fig. 4.

Voltage-swing controller circuit topology.

or FS corner, Icompen change is reduced. Then, Ibias variation
increases because Itot change due to supply noise is less
affected by process variation than Icompen change.
B. Voltage-Swing Controller
Fig. 4 shows the voltage-swing controller circuit. It also has
a feedback amplifier that maintains V5 same as V4 by using the
regulated gate voltage of Mp1 (Vpbias ) even if Vnbias , Vcont , and
supply voltage change. Because Mp1 , Mn1 , Mn2 , and Mn3
are the replica of the delay cell in RVCO, RVCO Vswing is
maintained from VDD to V4 . Although Vnbias from bias-current
controller is supplied to the voltage-swing controller, there is no
feedback loop between two controllers because Vpbias , which
is the output of the voltage-swing controller, does not have
any effect on Vnbias . Consequently, with the sufficient phase
margin for each controller, there is no stability problem for two
controllers.
When supply voltage increases due to supply noise, for
example, Vswing of RVCO also increases because V4 is independent of supply noise, as shown below
V4 ≈ Vth .

(4)

Similarly, in the case of FF corner, Vswing also increases
because V4 is decreased. Fig. 5 shows the simulation results in
which Ibias and Vswing change is measured against ±5% supply
voltage variation in various process corners. Although the biascurrent controller reduces Ibias dependence on supply voltage,
it is still proportional to supply voltage. However, the voltageswing controller makes Vswing also proportional to the supply
voltage so that Ibias /Vswing remains approximately constant
and, consequently, RVCO oscillation frequency is stabilized.
Although Fig. 5 shows the case of Vcont = 0, simulation results
for other values of Vcont show similar results.
Fig. 6 shows the simulated VCO operating frequencies
with and without compensation at various control voltages

Fig. 6. Simulated RVCO operating frequency curve.

for various different process corners. The RVCO oscillation
frequencies are normalized by the oscillation frequency of each
RVCO at zero control voltage in TT corner. Without compensation, the oscillation frequency increases by about 41% in
FF corner and decreases by about 22% in SS corner at zero
control voltage. In contrast, with compensation, the oscillation
frequency decreases by only 4.4% in FF corner and increases
by 1.7% in SS corner. Because the VCO gain is affected by
process variation, the frequency difference among each process
corners becomes larger when the control voltage is higher. The
oscillation frequency change due to process variation is slightly
over compensated because the required changes in Ibias and
Vswing for supply noise compensation is different from those for
process variation compensation. For our design, we optimized
the controllers for supply noise compensation.
C. Overall PLL Design
A PLL having 4-stage RVCO with the voltage-swing and
the bias-current controller was fabricated in 0.13-µm CMOS
technology. Fig. 7 shows the fabricated chip. The chip includes
two types of PLLs: PLL1 includes both controllers and PLL2
does not have any controller. Both PLLs have the essentially
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Fig. 7. Chip micrograph.
Fig. 9.

Measured jitter with supply noise frequency.

Fig. 8. Static supply voltage sensitivity of each type of RVCO.

same core area of 0.02814 mm2 (210 µm × 134 µm), excluding
the output drivers and off-chip loop filters as controllers virtually require no additional die area. The power consumption is
42 mW for PLL1 and 38 mW for PLL2.
For the feedback amplifiers inside the controllers for PLL1,
we designed their bandwidth to be larger than the PLL natural frequency. This is because supply noise has the bandpass
characteristics with the center frequency at the PLL natural frequency. 2pF on-chip capacitor was used for feedback stability
of the amplifier as well as filtering of high-frequency noises in
the controller output voltage.
III. S IMULATION AND M EASUREMENT R ESULTS
In order to evaluate the static supply voltage sensitivity, dc
supply voltage was varied by ±5% around 1.2 V, and the
resulting free-running RVCO oscillation frequency variation
was simulated and measured at various control voltages. The
results are shown in Fig. 8.
The supply voltage sensitivity can be defined by the percentage change in the oscillation frequency to the percentage change in the supply voltage. Measured results show
that RVCO with compensation achieves lower than 0.045% −
Δfvco /1% − ΔVDD at every control voltage, whereas RVCO
without compensation has higher than 0.5% − Δfvco /1% −

Fig. 10.

Measured jitter for a 4-MHz noise frequency. (a) PLL2. (b) PLL1.

ΔVDD at every control voltage. Simulation results agree well
with measurement results.
To verify the dynamic supply voltage sensitivity, two types
of PLL were measured in the presence of intentional RVCO
supply noise added to PLL VDD . For measurement, the die was
directly mounted and wire bonded on a printed circuit board
without any packaging. The noise was produced by 10-mV
(peak-to-peak) sinusoidal signals ranging from 1 to 15 MHz.
The measured jitters of the PLL operating at 4 GHz with these
supply noises are shown in Fig. 9. PLL2 shows the clear bandpass characteristics, whereas PLL1 shows a flat response. This
result indicates that the VCO having compensation controllers
successfully suppresses dynamic supply noises. Fig. 10(a)
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IV. C ONCLUSION
A new on-chip supply noise and process variation compensation technique for RVCO is demonstrated. In our technique,
RVCOs has the bias-current and the voltage-swing controller
that can compensate supply voltage and process variation. The
simulation result shows that the oscillation frequency difference
between FF and SS corner is about 6% of oscillation frequency
in NN corner. Measurement results of PLLs implemented in
0.13-µm CMOS process show that both static and dynamic
supply voltage sensitivity are greatly reduced with the compensation circuits. Our compensation circuits are simple and
entirely composed of an active device having a negligible die
area penalty.
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